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Abstract—This study proposes the novel formulation of measuring emotional similarity between speech recordings. This formulation

explores the ordinal nature of emotions by comparing emotional similarities instead of predicting an emotional attribute, or recognizing

an emotional category. The proposed task determines which of two alternative samples has the most similar emotional content to the

emotion of a given anchor. This task raises some interesting questions. Which is the emotional descriptor that provide the most suitable

space to assess emotional similarities? Can deep neural networks (DNNs) learn representations to robustly quantify emotional

similarities? We address these questions by exploring alternative emotional spaces created with attribute-based descriptors and

categorical emotions. We create the representation using a DNN trained with the triplet loss function, which relies on triplets formed

with an anchor, a positive example, and a negative example. We select a positive sample that has similar emotion content to the

anchor, and a negative sample that has dissimilar emotion to the anchor. The task of our DNN is to identify the positive sample. The

experimental evaluations demonstrate that we can learn a meaningful embedding to assess emotional similarities, achieving higher

performance than human evaluators asked to complete the same task.

Index Terms—Speech emotion recognition, ordinal affective computing, representation learning of emotion similarity, triplet loss function,

speech emotion retrieval
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1 INTRODUCTION

EMOTION recognition is important for a variety of prob-
lems in health, psychology, education and engineering.

Automatic emotion recognition can be used to identify
depression, schizophrenia, and other forms of mental condi-
tions [1], [2], [3], improve realism in human-robot interaction
(HRI) [4], predict learning metrics in intelligent tutoring sys-
tems (ITS) [5], [6], and monitor service quality in call centers
[7], [8]. Creating systems that can automatically understand
emotion makes it possible to deliver these services at a
much higher scale, allowing the benefits of such systems to
reach many users. Common formulations for speech emotion
recognition (SER) are regression problems [9], [10], [11] and
classification tasks [12], [13]. An alternative formulation is
preference learning where the task is to compare the emo-
tional content between two or more samples. Methods
based on preference learning offer promising solutions for
understanding emotional content in speech. These methods
are rooted on the ordinal nature of emotions [14], building
on the undenied evidences that relative emotional compari-
sons are better than absolute assessments of emotions [14],
[15] (e.g., is sentence A happier than sentence B?). Preference
learning has been explored when applied to emotional

attributes [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] and categorical emotions
[21], [22]. This paper proposes a novel formulation in prefer-
ence learning, where the task is to identify speech samples
with emotional content as close as possible to an anchor
sentence.

Our proposed formulation in affective computing is
related to retrieval tasks, where the goal is to extract the
most emotionally-similar recording compared to an anchor
speech. This problem is important in different domains. An
algorithm that finds speech samples with similar emotions
can help in identifying related events for surveillance appli-
cations. This formulation can also be used to provide a bet-
ter emotional characterization of an input speech. For
example, the anchor speech can be used to retrieve labeled
samples in an emotional corpus. Then, the labels of the clos-
est samples in the corpus can be collectively assigned to the
anchor speech. Quantifying emotional similarity can also be
useful in tasks such as the detection of emotional changes
during a recording [23], [24] or detection of emotional hot-
spots [25], [26]. As a preference learning task, finding
speech samples with similar emotions leverages the ordinal
nature of emotions, providing direct comparisons between
samples instead of absolute emotional assessments. As far
as we are aware, the only study addressing this problem is
our preliminary study [27], which is extended in this paper.
There are important opportunities in affective computing if
we have robust algorithms that can quantify emotional sim-
ilarity between speech recordings.

We formulate the problem of choosing the most emotion-
ally-similar sample compared to an anchor as a preference
learning problem by building upon our preliminary work
[27]. We aim to find a function that maps samples from an
acoustic feature space into an emotional representation space
from where we can estimate distance between emotional
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contents. In this emotional representation, we expect that
emotionally-similar samples are closer to one another than
emotionally-dissimilar samples. We choose to represent this
function as a deep neural network (DNN), relying on the triplet
loss function [28]. The triplet loss function optimizes prefer-
ences by using an anchor, a positive sample, and a negative
sample. In this formulation, the anchor and positive sample
have very similar emotions, while the anchor and negative
sample have dissimilar emotions. The loss function aims to
create a representation where the anchor and the positive
sample are as close as possible, while increasing the distance
between the negative sample and the anchor. The key chal-
lenge is how to determine emotional similarity such that the
preferences we train our network with are meaningful with
respect to emotional content. For this study, we determine
emotional similarity based on either emotional attributes or
emotional categories. For each anchor, we estimate a ranked-
order list by estimating the emotional distance using the
annotations by individual evaluators. We choose sentences
from the top of the list as positive samples, and sentences
from lower down the list as negative samples, creating trip-
lets to train ourmodels.

We train and evaluate our approach using the MSP-Pod-
cast corpus [29], showing that the proposed triplet loss
approach to quantify similarity between speech recordings
is a valuable tool for understanding and characterizing emo-
tions. Given an anchor speech, the task is to choose the most
emotionally-similar speech sample between two competing
recordings. A comparison is successful if the positive sample
is selected. The results demonstrate that the emotional attri-
bute space provides a more reliable space to create the trip-
lets than spaces with categorical emotional descriptors. The
similarity task is easier when the anchor has more extremes
values of arousal and valence, achieving accuracies up to
93%. The accuracy decreases for anchors with more neutral
attribute scores. The results also show better performance as
we increase the distance between the positive and negative
examples. For the categorical descriptor space, the use of sec-
ondary emotions (i.e., all the emotional traits conveyed in a
sentence in addition to the dominant emotion) is useful to
increase the accuracy of the models. The proposed triplet
loss model performs better than competitive baselines built
for this task, where the differences across conditions are
often statistically significant. The models are also compared
with human performance by using perceptual evaluations to
assess how well humans can determine emotional similarity
between speech samples. On average, our triplet loss model
leads to better accuracies than human performance. The
evaluation demonstrates how difficult this task is even for
human, and the potential of the proposed approach. The
triplet loss formulation is useful for accurately retrieving
emotionally-similar speech sentences. The main contribu-
tions of this study are:

� A novel ordinal formulation in affective computing,
where the task is to quantify emotional similarity
between speech recordings.

� A novel triplet loss approach that creates a feature
embedding to quantify emotion similarity.

� An exhaustive evaluation to determine the emotional
space that is more appropriate for this task, comparing

the accuracy of our triplet loss approach with human
performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
related work, emphasizing studies using the triplet loss
function and preference learning. Section 3 introduces the
resources used in this study, including the database and
acoustic features used to train our models. Section 4
presents our proposed approach, describing our triplet loss
formulation. Section 5 describes the experimental setting for
this study, including the baselines used to evaluate our
models. Section 6 presents the results, describing the accu-
racy of our approach to discriminate emotional similarity.
Section 7 presents perceptual evaluations, comparing the
accuracies of our approach to human performance. Finally,
Section 8 summarizes the paper, describing its implications
and providing research direction for future work.

2 RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, our preliminary study [27] is
the only paper formulating emotion recognition as a retrieval
problem, where the aim is to identify recordings with similar
emotion to a given anchor. This section discusses studies
that are related to our work, focusing on contrastive learning
framework such as the triplet loss function, especially
applied to speech tasks, and ordinal formulation for speech
emotion recognition.

2.1 Contrastive Learning Framework

Learning a similarity space has been actively researched in
the field of contrastive learning [30]. Contrastive learning is
designed to learn a discriminative representation by com-
paring the representations extracted from different samples.
The main idea of this approach is to make the representa-
tions from similar samples to be closer to each other, while
the representations from dissimilar samples to be far away.
Such comparison-based learning allows the classifier to cre-
ate more discriminative features, yielding improvements in
the classification accuracy. Siamese network is an example
of contrastive learning, which was first introduced by Brom-
ley et al. [31] to improve the accuracy in signature verifica-
tion tasks. In their study, they trained two separate time-
delay neural networks (TDNNs) that share the weight param-
eters. Each TDNN extracts the hidden representations from
signature images, and the distance metric is calculated by
comparing the two hidden representations. If two signature
images are written by the same person, the model is trained
to minimize the distance metric. The trained representations
can be directly used to verify the similarity between two dif-
ferent images [31]. The representation can also be used as an
input for the output layer [32]. This learning scheme also
showed good performance in face verification [33] and gait
recognition [34] tasks.

Instead of using the representations from two different
samples, comparison-based learning can be performedwith a
single sample by using data augmentation. Chen et al. [35]
proposed a simple framework for contrastive learning of visual rep-
resentations (SimCLR). In this approach, the system first
applies simple transformations to the input images, including
color distortion, cropping, and blurring. Since those transfor-
mations do not affect the class information of input images,
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the feature encoder is trained to minimize the distance
between the representations from two distorted image cre-
ated by applying different transformation to one original
image. The feature encoder can generate more discrimina-
tive input for the following classification network by using
this contrastive learning method, leading to the improve-
ment of classification performance. This approach also yields
a performance improvement in speech recognition and
speech emotion recognition [36], implying that the contras-
tive learning framework can also be successfully applied to
the speech processing field.

Studies in this field have used various functions to mea-
sure the distance between representations, including cosine
distance [31], normalized temperature-scaled cross entropy loss
(NT-Xent loss) [35], and noise contrastive estimation (NCE)
[37]. In our study, we use the triplet loss function to com-
pare the distance between different representations. We
will describe the details of the triplet loss function in
Section 2.2

2.2 Triplet Loss

The triplet loss function was introduced in Schroff et al. [28],
where the authors showed its potential for face recognition.
The triplet loss function takes three samples that are proc-
essed by a function that is often implemented with DNN.
One of the samples is the anchor sample. The other two sam-
ples are the positive example, which is supposed to be simi-
lar to the anchor, and a negative example, which is supposed
to be different from the anchor. Schroff et al. [28] noted that
the embeddings created by the triplet loss networkwere use-
ful to determine the similarity between faces. Since then, the
triplet loss function has been successfully used in several
tasks including object tracking [38], person re-identification
[39], face verification [40], intention detection in a dialogue
system [41] and anomaly driving detection [42].

The triplet loss function has also been used in speech
tasks including speaker verification [43], [44], speaker iden-
tification [45], speaker diarization [46], sleepiness detection
[47] and noise classification [48]. Novoselov et al. [45] used
the cosine-similarity metric learning (CSML) to identify speak-
ers, which was trained with the triplet loss function. They
showed that the approach was accurate and robust com-
pared to alternative methods. Li et al. [43] used the triplet
loss function to create embeddings for speaker verification
and speaker identification tasks. The authors used convolu-
tional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural networks
(RNN) to extract features at the frame level, which were
pooled to form an utterance-level vector used to predict the
speaker identity. Bredin et al. [46] used a triplet loss function
to train a deep neural network for speaker change detection.
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), energy features,
and their derivatives are used as input of a DNN imple-
mented with bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM)
cells. These examples show that the triplet loss function is
effective for speech tasks.

The triplet loss function has been used before in other
SER studies. However, the goals, and the problem formula-
tions in previous work are radically different from the ones
used in our study. Huang et al. [49] used the triplet loss
function to create a discriminative embedding for a SER
task. The embedding was then used to train a support vector

machine (SVM). The triplet loss function aims to reduce
intra-class variability, and increase inter-class variability
between emotional classes. The loss function also consid-
ered a supervised term to discriminate between emotional
classes. Kumar et al. [50] presented a similar approach using
the residual neural network (ResNet) architecture that com-
bines the triplet and cross entropy losses. The triplet loss
function increases the distance between different emotions
and reduces the distance between similar emotions. Their
approach can be trained end-to-end without the need for a
SVM. Han et al. [51] also followed a similar approach. Han
et al. [52] used a triplet loss function incorporating both
audio and video features to improve emotion prediction.
Feng and Chaspari [53] applied the triplet loss to the prob-
lem of transfer learning (fine-tuning) in emotion recognition
with limited data. Notice that the conventional approach to
use the triplet loss function in SER is to improve the feature
embedding such that sentences with similar emotions are
close and sentences with different emotions are far. Our for-
mulation does not aim to recognize a given emotional class
or predict an emotional attribute. Instead, we aim to quan-
tify emotional similarity, representing a novel contribution
in affective computing.

2.3 Ordinal Nature of Emotions

There are strong evidences that emotions are better compu-
tationally represented with ordinal methods. Methods that
provide comparative assessments are often more robust
and more reliable than methods that assign an absolute
score or an emotional category (e.g., is sentence one more
aroused or happier than sentence two? ). Yannakakis et al.
[14], [15] presented a complete study with evidences across
domains about the ordinal nature of emotions. In this sec-
tion, we briefly describe some of the ordinal formulations
that have been considered by previous studies.

An emerging formulation in affective computing is prefer-
ence learning, where the task is to establish preferences
between samples with respect to a given dimension. After
establishing preferences, it is straightforward to rank samples
according to the given criterion. If needed, rankings can be
later transformed into ratings [54]. For example, Cao et al. [22]
proposed to rank emotions with respect to emotional catego-
ries (e.g., happiness, anger, sadness). A similar formulation
was proposed by Lotfian and Busso [21], where the individ-
ual evaluations between multiple annotators were used to
establish preference between sentences. Preference learning
has also been used to rank samples with respect to emotional
attributes (e.g., valence, arousal, dominance) [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20]. Martinez et al. [17] showed that transformations of
ratings into rankings resulted in a better approach than trans-
formations of ratings into discrete classes. Parthasarathy et al.
[20] established preferences between samples using time-
continuous annotations. They relied on the qualitative agree-
ment (QA), which looks for trends across multiple evalua-
tions. This approach was later extended for sentence level
annotations of emotional attributes [16]. Many other studies
have also capitalized on the ordinal nature of emotions and
use a ranking approach to represent emotion. Lopes et al. [55]
explored a ranking formulation for determining affect in hor-
ror soundscapes. Yang andChen [56], [57] used a ranking for-
mulation to retrieve music pieces with similar emotions.
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Soleymani et al. [58] demonstrated a relationship between
emotion rankings ofmovie scenes predicted from physiologi-
cal signals and user self-assessment valence and arousal
rankings.Mariooryad et al. [59] demonstrated that preference
learning is an appealing approach to retrieve sentences with
target emotional content, using this approach to build a data-
base. This approach was a building block used to create the
MSP-Podcast corpus [29], described in Section 3.1. Liang et al.
[60] relied on relative and absolute models to create a multi-
modal emotion recognition system. The approach compared
pairs of frames (audio and visual modalities) creating local
rankings, which were combined to create a global ranking.
The final prediction combines the absolute and rank-based
models. A key reason for the success of rank-based models is
that the ground truth labels are more reliable. Yannakakis
et al. [61] used a rank-based annotation formulation for
modeling affect. They found that an ordinal labeling system
led to greater inter-rater agreement compared to an absolute
annotation formulation. Yannakakis and Hallam [62] com-
pared ranking and rating self-reporting methodologies for
determining affect, demonstrating higher inter-evaluation
agreementwhen using rankingmethods. Holmgard et al. [63]
demonstrated superiority of ranking-based approaches com-
pared to class-based approaches of stress annotation for the
purpose of determining stress in PTSD patients.

There are other alternative ordinal formulations investi-
gated in previous studies. For example, Huang and Epps [23],
[24] investigated the problem of detecting changes of emo-
tions within a conversation. Another related formulation is to
detect emotionally-salient regions in speech over time [25],
[26] (e.g., emotional hotspots). The task in this study is related,
and complementary, to these formulations. Our approach
aims to quantify emotional similarities, which is a powerful
and novel research direction in affective computing.

3 RESOURCES

3.1 MSP-Podcast Corpus

We train and evaluate our approach with the MSP-Podcast
corpus [29]. This corpus is a collection of speech sentences
taken from publicly-available podcasts with Creative Com-
mons licenses. The protocol follows the ideas presented by
Mariooryad et al. [59], which uses speech emotion recognition
(SER) systems to retrieve target segments to be annotated
with emotional labels. The approach prioritizes samples that
are more likely to be emotional, offering the tools to balance
the emotional content in the corpus (e.g., finding samples
with positive emotions). The sentences range in length from
2.75-11 seconds and cover awide range of emotions. The sen-
tences in the corpus are annotated using an improved ver-
sion of the crowdsourcing protocol presented in Burmania
et al. [64]. The approach tracks in real time the quality of the
workers, stopping the evaluation when the performance
drops below an acceptable level. The corpus is evaluated
with interval (e.g., attributes) or nominal (e.g., categorical)
emotional descriptors, where each speaking turn was anno-
tated by five ormoreworkers.

Valence, Arousal, and Dominance (VAD). We consider the
emotional attributes valence (negative versus positive),
arousal (calm versus active), and dominance (weak versus
strong). Each worker assigned a score in the range of 1 to 7.

The consensus labels are the average scores provided to a
speaking turn across workers. Fig. 1a illustrates the histo-
grams of the consensus dimensional emotion attribute
labels, which show the expected distributions centered
around the center of the axes (value 4). While less samples
are included in the extremes, the figures show that samples
in the corpus are indeed labeled with extreme values for the
emotional attributes. In this study, we consider the annota-
tions in the VAD space as a vector in a three-dimensional
space, where each axis represents an attribute.

Primary Emotion (PE). We also consider categorical emo-
tions. Each worker was asked to select the most prominent
emotion perceived in the speaking turn. The list includes
nine possible options: anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happi-
ness, sadness, surprise, neutral state and other. Fig. 1b illus-
trates the histogram of the consensus primary emotion
labels, where the class neutral is the prominent emotion.
Most of the emotional classes have at least 798 samples. The
only exception is fear, which only has 239 samples in this
version of the corpus. In this study, we ignore “other,” cre-
ating an eight-dimensional space where each axis corre-
sponds to one emotion. The consensus label for a speaking
turn is the emotional category selected by most of the work-
ers (i.e., plurality rule).

Secondary Emotion (SE). Spontaneous interactions often
include ambiguous emotional content, where more than
one emotion may be perceived from the speech (e.g., anger
and frustration). The data collection also includes secondary
emotions to capture these emotional trails. The workers
were able to select multiple emotional categories. In addi-
tion to the classes included for the primary emotions, the

Fig. 1. Histograms describing the emotional content of the MSP-Podcast
corpus (release 1.2), for (a) emotional attributes, and (b) emotional
categories.
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list was extended to include more subtle emotions:
amused, frustrated, depressed, concerned, disappointed,
excited, confused, and annoyed. The primary emotion is
always considered as one of the secondary emotions. The
SE creates a 16-dimensional space, where each axis repre-
sents an emotion.

One important goal of this study is to analyze and com-
pare the effectiveness of the emotional attributes and the
emotional categories (e.g., PE and SE) in being able to rank
samples in a meaningful way such that triplets created from
these rankings can train reliable DNNs to identify sentences
with similar emotions.

We use the release 1.2 of the corpus, containing a total of
29,440 sentences. We have manually identified the speaker
identity of 21,489 sentences (346 speakers). We use speaker
information to set partitions that aims to have speaker inde-
pendent sets. The test set has 7,341 sentences from 50 speak-
ers. The development set has 2,861 sentences from 20
speakers. The train set has the remaining samples (19,238
speaking turns). To report the inter-evaluator agreement,
we use the Fleiss’ Kappa for primary emotion. The level of
agreement for primary emotions is k ¼ 0:234. We use the
Krippendorff’s alpha for emotional attributes. The level of
agreement for valence is aval ¼ 0:484, for arousal is aaro ¼
0:411, and for dominance is adom ¼ 0:322. These levels of
agreements are similar to the ones observed in other emo-
tional databases with spontaneous speech and with a simi-
lar number of emotional classes.

3.2 Acoustic Features

The set of acoustic features used for this study comes from
the Interspeech 2013 Computational Paralinguistic Challenge
(ComParE-13) [65]. First, this feature set extracts a set of
low-level descriptors (LLDs) such as energy, fundamental fre-
quency and several spectral features. Second, high-level
descriptors (HLDs) or functional are extracted from the LLDs
for each sentence (e.g., mean of energy). The set defines a
6,373-dimensional vector for each speech sentence, regard-
less of its duration. This vector is the feature input used to
train and evaluate our DNN. We use the OpenSMILE toolkit
[66] to extract this feature set.

4 PROPOSED APPROACH

The purpose of this study is to develop a system that
retrieves emotionally-similar speech samples to an anchor
recording. For a given anchor, we formulate this problem as
a pairwise comparison between two samples, where the
task is to identify which of them has emotional content that
is the closest to the emotional content of the anchor. The
most similar sample is chosen by comparing distances in
the emotional label space between the anchor and each
respective sample, and choosing the sample that has the
shortest distance between itself and the anchor. With this
approach, it is straightforward to use a sort algorithm to
rank-order recordings as a function of the distance in emo-
tional content from the anchor. The emotional label space is
assumed to be unknown during inference, and the goal in
this formulation is to automatically learn representations
that capture this space. For this purpose, we train a deep
neural network with a triplet loss function. The purpose of

this function is to make embeddings of emotionally-similar
samples close together and embeddings of emotionally-dis-
similar samples far apart.

4.1 Triplet Loss Function

A DNN trained with the triplet loss function creates a non-
linear function f that maps acoustic features to a d-dimen-
sional feature space. Therefore, fðxÞ 2 Rd. After applying
this function, we want samples that are emotionally similar
to the anchor (i.e., positive samples) to be mapped close to
one another, and samples that are emotionally dissimilar
(i.e., negative samples) to be mapped farther apart in this
d-dimensional feature space. Equation (1) shows the ideal
scenario,

jjfðxai Þ � fðxp
i Þjj22 þ b < jjfðxa

i Þ � fðxn
i Þjj22

8fðxa
i Þ; fðxp

i Þ; fðxn
i Þ 2 G;

(1)

where xa
i is the acoustic features of the anchor, xp

i is the
acoustic features of the positive sample, and xn

i is the acous-
tic features of the negative sample. The parameter b is a
margin to push apart positive and negative samples, and G
is the set of all possible triplets in the training set. Equa-
tion (2) shows the triplet loss function.

L ¼ max 0;
XN
i

ðjjfðxa
i Þ � fðxp

i Þjj22 � jjfðxa
i Þ � fðxn

i Þjj22 þ bÞ
" #

:

(2)

Our results demonstrate that the use of the triplet loss
function creates a representation that is effective to repre-
sent emotional content for this formulation. While the triplet
loss is not novel, the formulation, and the use of this loss to
solve this problem are important contributions of this study.

4.2 Emotional Label Space

Wemust first quantify the concept of emotional similarity to
make comparisons between emotional contents in speech
sentences. Our approach relies on comparing sentences
using the emotional label space, obtained from the annota-
tions. Since it is not clear which is the best emotional
descriptor to achieve our goal of retrieving sentences with
similar emotions, we consider categorical and attribute-
based annotations.

For attribute-based descriptors, we use the three dimen-
sional space defined by the VAD scores (Section 3.1). The
score for each emotional attribute is the average value
assigned for the sentence across evaluators.

For categorical descriptors, we use the primary and sec-
ondary emotions defined in Section 3.1. Instead of using a
one hot vector with the consensus label, we use a soft label
including the annotations from all the evaluators. We use
labels from multiple annotators to create normalized histo-
grams, providing a richer and dense representation of the
emotional content in each sentence. This study evaluates
three different approaches to consider and combine primary
and secondary emotional labels, aiming to identify the most
discriminative space for our formulation.

� The first method only uses the primary emotions for
our histogram. Therefore, the histogram only has
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eight dimensions. We refer to this method as the PE
representation.

� The second method weighs the primary and second-
ary emotions, creating a combined representation.
We only use secondary emotions that overlap with
the eight emotions considered for the primary emo-
tion set. Therefore, the histogram also has eight
dimensions. We refer to this method as the PSE(8)
representation. We weigh the primary emotions
twice as much as the secondary emotions. Equa-
tion (3) illustrates the formulation used for the PSE
(8) space, where PSEð8Þi denotes the ith dimension
of the PSEð8Þ representation, Pi denotes the ith
dimension of the primary emotion distribution, Si

denotes the ith dimension of the secondary emotion
distribution, and a denotes the weight assigned to
the primary emotion, which is set to a ¼ 2.

PSEð8Þi ¼
aPi þ SiP7

j¼0ðaPj þ SjÞ
: (3)

� The thirdmethod uses all of the secondary emotions in
addition to the primary emotions, creating a 16 dimen-
sional histogram.We alsoweigh the primary emotions
twice as much as the secondary emotions (a ¼ 2). We
refer to this method as the PSE(16) representation.
Equation (4) illustrates the formulation used for the
PSE(16) representation, where PSEð16Þi denotes the
ith dimension of the PSEð16Þ representation.

PSEð16Þi ¼ concat
aPiP7

j¼0ðaPj þ SjÞ
;

SiP7
j¼0ðaPj þ SjÞ

 !
:

(4)

All the histograms are normalized so the sum of their val-
ues is one. Before the normalization, we add a small offset to
have non-zero values for all the dimensions. This step stabil-
izes the use ofKullbach-Liebler Divergence (KLD) (Section 4.3)

4.3 Triplet Generation

We need to provide meaningful preferences as input in the
form of triplets to train and evaluate our models. A triplet
consists of an anchor, positive, and negative samples. The
anchor and positive sample should have very similar emo-
tions. The anchor and negative sample should have very dis-
similar emotions. We sort samples based on the annotation
data with respect to an anchor to determine similarity. For
the VAD representation, we sort with respect to the euclid-
ean distance in the three dimensional VAD space. For the cat-
egorical emotional label representations (PE, PSE(8), PSE
(16)), we sort using the KLD between the histograms of the
respective sentences. We create a sorted list for every sample
in the respective partition for which we are generating trip-
lets. For each representation, we create 19,238 lists for the
train set, 7,341 for the test set, and 2,861 lists for the develop-
ment set, since wewish to use each sentence as an anchor.

Fig. 2 illustrates the method to generate the triplets from
the sorted list. We randomly draw one of the top 20 senten-
ces on the list to choose the positive sentence for a given
anchor. We randomly choose from 20 sentences centered
around a certain percentile in the list to choose the negative

sentence. The percentile is varied in our evaluation to assess
how different the emotion should be for the models to dis-
tinguish between the positive and negative samples. We
consider drawing negative examples from the 10th, 20th,
25th, 40th, 60th, and 90th percentiles in the list. Intuitively,
negative sentences chosen from the 90th percentile of the
list should be easier to properly discriminate than those
from the 10th percentile of the list, since their emotional
content is more dissimilar from the anchor.

We did not make an effort to ensure that all the positive,
negative and anchor samples in a triplet come from differ-
ent speakers. However, we checked the triplets used in our
study, finding that less than 8.8% of the triplets for each of
the four spaces include positive and anchor samples coming
from the same speaker (VAD, PE, PSE(8) and PSE(16)). Fur-
thermore, we found that there are no statistically significant
differences in the performance when these triplets are
removed from the test set, indicating that our experimental
results are not affected by the speaker information.

4.4 EnsembleUsingMultipleModels During Training

Due to local optimization during training, the performance
over batches in the development set is noisy. There are
points throughout the training when the model can perform
well on the development set, while being stuck in a local
optimal. Using a single model can be unreliable, especially
using an early stopping criterion. Instead, we build an
ensemble with the top models in the development set dur-
ing training. We save the model weights for every 500
batches. After the training is complete, we choose the five
best performing models. To increase the diversity in the
ensemble, we do not consider models from nearby batches.

During inferences, we find the euclidean distance in the
triplet loss embedding between the anchor and one of the
competing samples, and between the anchor and the other
competing sample for each of the five models. The corre-
sponding distances are added, choosing the sample with
the smallest distance. In our preliminary analysis, we find
that the ensemble with the five best models has slightly bet-
ter performance than simply using the best model.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

5.1 Network Structure and Training Settings

We model function f in Equation (1) with a fully con-
nected DNN implemented with seven layers. The model
is implemented with batch normalization for the first three
layers. The input of the function is the 6,373 dimensional

Fig. 2. Process to generate the triplet consisting of an anchor, the positive
(similar emotion) and the negative (dissimilar emotion) examples. The
process uses a sorted list with the distance from the anchor, where the
percentile to select the negative example is varied during the evaluation.
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vector with acoustic features from the speech recording (Sec-
tion 3.2). The first three layers contain 2,048 nodes, and the
next three layers contain 1,024 nodes. The activation function
is implemented with rectified linear unit (ReLU). The first five
layers are implemented with dropout with a rate of p=0.2.
The seventh layer is the output embedding, which has 512
nodes, mapping the 6,373 acoustic features into a 512-dimen-
sional emotional representation space. We use this embed-
ding as the output of f to estimate the emotional distance
between recordings. The distance in the embedding is mea-
sure with the euclidean distance. The value for the variable b
in Equations (1) and (2) was empirically set to 0.6. The mod-
els are trained in KeraswithADAMoptimizer and a learning
rate of 0.001.We use Glorot uniform initializer.

To train our networks, we create test sets for VAD, PE,
PSE(8) and PSE(16) at the 40th, 60th, and 90th percentiles
with 10 triplets per anchor, resulting in 192,380 training trip-
lets per condition. We train the models using each training
triplet twice (i.e., two epochs). We noticed that the valida-
tion loss flattened after two epochs so we did not add more
epochs. The training batch size is an important hyperpara-
meter for maximizing the performance on the validation
set. Based on the findings of Wilson and Martinez [67], we
experimented with small batch sizes setting the batch size
to 10. A small batch size adds a regularization due to the
noise in the estimation of the gradient. This approach cre-
ates 38,476 batches. We stop training at this point and
choose the models that produced the five best validation
performances.

5.2 Baselines

The goal of our proposed approach is to take a set of acous-
tic features from speech samples and map them into an
emotional representation space that can be used to deter-
mine emotional similarity. To demonstrate the benefits of
our method, we compare the results with different base-
lines. There is no direct method proposed by other studies
that we can compare our models given that this is a novel
formulation. Instead, we use three general approaches to
indirectly solve our novel formulation.

The first general approach consists of predicting or classi-
fying the emotional content, using the SER output to esti-
mate emotion similarity. For the PE, PSE(8), and PSE(16)
spaces (i.e., categorical emotions), we first train a simple
classifier to predict which of the primary emotions the
speech sentences belong to. Then, we take our trained classi-
fier and use the softmax outputs to predict which of two
sentences is most similar to an anchor sentence. The classi-
fier is a DNN with three hidden layers. The input of the net-
work is also the 6,373 dimensional feature vector described
in Section 3.2. Each layer has 1,024 nodes and uses batch
normalization. The input layer uses dropout with a rate of
p=0.2, whereas the hidden layers use a dropout rate equal to
p=0.5. The hidden layers use the exponential linear unit
(ELU) as the activation function. The output layer has eight
nodes corresponding to the eight primary emotions it pre-
dicts, using a softmax activation function. We train our clas-
sifier for 50 epochs. To predict the emotional similarity
using our classifier, we take the KLD between the softmax
outputs of the anchor and the first sample, and between the
anchor and the second sample. The smaller the KLD, the

more similar the distributions. Therefore, the sentence with
the smallest KLD is chosen as the most emotionally-similar
sample to the anchor. For the VAD space (emotional attrib-
utes), we use the ladder networks proposed by Parthasara-
thy and Busso [11], [68] to predict valence, arousal, and
dominance (i.e., regression models). The model was trained
with the train set, optimizing performance on the develop-
ment set of the MSP-Podcast corpus (Section 3.1). This net-
work also uses the 6,373 dimensional feature vector as
input. Then, we find the euclidean distance in the predicted
VAD space between the anchor and the first sample, and
between the anchor and the second sample. We choose the
sample with the smallest distance as the most emotionally-
similar sentence to the anchor.

The second general approach estimates feature-level rep-
resentations, estimating emotional distance in the feature
space. We tested the extended version of the Geneva mini-
malistic acoustic parameter set (eGeMAPS) [69] and the Com-
ParE-13 set [65] (Section 3.2). These features sets are used
for SER tasks, so their feature representations are consid-
ered as appropriate spaces to assess emotional similarities.
All of the feature-level representations are extracted using
the OpenSMILE toolkit [66]. We used the HLDs to represent
the audio so that one speech recording has a single repre-
sentation regardless of its duration. We calculated the L2
distance of the feature representation to determine the dis-
tance between the anchor and the positive and negative
samples. We select the sample with the closest distance to
the anchor. We use this approach for the VAD, PE, PSE(8),
and PSE(16) spaces.

The third general approach consists of estimating model-
level representations, quantifying emotional similarity in
general audio representations. We tested four additional
models designed to extract general audio representations:
YAMNet [70] built upon the MobileNetV1 architecture [71],
VGGish [72], TRILL [73], andWav2Vec 2.0 [74]. To train these
models, we used the same training set used to create our pro-
posed triplet loss model. All of thesemodels can be trained in
an unsupervised manner. We followed the same architecture
and training procedure described in the references of these
four methods [70], [72], [73], [74]. For the VGGish, YAMNet,
and TRILL networks, the input is resampled to 16 khz mono.
The input is the log mel-spectrogram computed using the
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) with a window of 25 ms
and a hop of 10 ms. The STFT coefficients are mapped into a
normalized 64 Mel bin. According to their original imple-
mentations, we cropped the feature into 960 ms segments,
with the step size of 480 ms, 960 ms, 170 ms for YAMNet,
VGGish, TRILL, respectively. If the last segment has a dura-
tion less than 960 ms, we drop the segment. Wav2vec 2.0
takes the rawwav input for its feature encoder, which is nor-
malized to have zero mean and unit variance. The encoder
output has a receptive field of 25ms and a stride of 20ms. For
the VGGish, YAMNet, TRILL, and Wav2Vec 2.0 models, we
perform average pooling on the features generated by the
models to have a fixed length output. This vector is used as a
sentence-level representation of the sample. Using the same
approach used for the feature-level representation experi-
ment, we calculated the L2 distance of the sentence-level
representation to quantify emotional similarity between the
anchor and the positive and negative samples.
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6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section compares the performance of the proposed
model using an emotional attributes representation (VAD)
and the categorical emotion representations (PE, PSE(8),
PSE(16)). The results are evaluated over triplets created on
the test sets that are used neither to train nor optimize the
performance of the models. For a given triplet in the test set,
the binary task in our formulation is to select which of the
two recordings (i.e., positive and negative samples) is more
emotionally similar to the anchor. We measure performance
in terms of accuracy (i.e., percentage of positive samples
correctly determined across all test triplets). Performance at
chance is 50% given this formulation. We establish signifi-
cance between the models and their respective baselines by
splitting the test set into 100 sets of 734 triplets, estimating
the average performance across the 100 sets. Then, we eval-
uate the differences using the one-tailed two sample pro-
portion t-test, asserting significance at p-value< 0.025.

6.1 Global Performance

Our first evaluation is to analyze the global performance of
the proposed models as we vary the selection of the nega-
tive samples by drawing negative examples from different
percentile in the ranked list.

Fig. 3 shows the performance of our models on the entire
test set. This figure shows that representing the emotional
content using the emotional attribute space (VAD) leads to
better performance for our formulation than using categori-
cal emotion spaces (PE, PSE(8), PSE(16)). The best accuracy
is 75.9% , which is obtained using the VAD space in the 90th
percentile condition. It is interesting that the concept of
emotion similarity between speech sentences is better estab-
lished for machine-learning using acoustic features with
emotional attributes than emotional categories. As expected,
the performance increases as the emotional distance
between the positive and negative examples increases.
Selecting the negative examples from the 90th percentile in
the ranked list leads to better accuracy in our models. Our
result shows that selecting the negative samples from the
10th and 20th percentiles shows worse performance than
selecting from higher percentiles in every emotional label

space, indicating that the difficulty of the task increases as
the distance between the positive sample and the negative
sample gets closer. In the following experiments, we only
selected the negative samples from the 40th, 60th and 90th
percentile conditions.

Fig. 3 also shows interesting results whenwe use categori-
cal descriptors. Adding secondary emotions is particularly
useful, leading to consistent improvements in accuracy. There
are clear improvements when we compare the PE and PSE(8)
spaces, indicating that adding secondary emotions help in
finding better representations to assess emotional similarity.
We also observe consistent improvements by increasing the
emotional space from the 8 dimensional space in PSE(8) to the
16 dimensional space in PSE(16). As more information is
added, the representation to assess emotional similarity
improves, helping our models to become progressively more
accurate. This finding demonstrates that secondary emotions
are useful for providing a nuanced understanding of emo-
tional content in speech sentences, providing necessary infor-
mation in addition to the one provided by primary emotions.

Tables 1 and 2 shows the results when we compare the
models with the baselinemethods.We highlight higher accu-
racies in bold, adding an asterisk (*) when the differences in
performance achieved by the proposed triplet loss method
and the baseline methods are statistically significance. For
the VAD space, Table 1 shows significant improvements by
using our proposedmethod over the baselines for all the per-
centile conditions. The ladder network baseline is a state-of-
the-art framework for predicting emotional attributes, lead-
ing to a competitive baseline for this novel task. It is interest-
ing that ourmodels are able to improve performance over the
baselines, where our models can more robustly discriminate
easier triplets. For harder triplets (i.e., 40th percentile condi-
tion), the proposed approach achieves 62.2%,which is signifi-
cantly better than chance.

Table 2 shows the accuracy of the triplet loss methods
and baseline approach for the categorical emotional spaces.
The overall performances are not as good as the ones
reported for the VAD space. Our result shows that the trip-
let loss model shows the best performance among the base-
lines for the PSE(8), and PSE(16) conditions. For the PE
space, our model shows the best performance for the 90th
percentile condition. The exception in these results is for the
40th and 60th percentile conditions, where our model
achieves lower performance. The evaluation with the

Fig. 3. Global model accuracy when the models are built with emotional
attribute space (VAD) and categorical descriptor spaces (PE, PSE(8), and
PSE(16)). The results are presented when the negative examples are
drawn from the 10th, 20th, 25th, 40th, 60th or 90th percentile conditions.

TABLE 1
Global Accuracy Using the VAD Space to Create the Triplets

Model VAD – 90th [%] VAD – 60th [%] VAD – 40th [%]

Triplet loss 75.9* 66.2* 62.2*

Ladder 73.7 63.7 60.0
YAMN 56.7 55.0 54.8
VGGish 58.4 55.0 54.9
TRILL 55.4 55.3 55.1
Wav2Vec2 57.6 53.7 52.7
eGeMAPS 56.7 53.8 53.7
ComParE13 51.2 50.6 50.9

The results are presented when the negative examples are drawn from the 40th,
60th or 90th percentile conditions. An asterisk (*) indicates that the perfor-
mance of the triplet loss approach is significantly better than all of the baselines
(one-tailed two sample proportion t-test with p-value< 0.025).
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similarity metrics in the feature/model representation
spaces demonstrate the benefits of the proposed triplet
model approach. The performances of the baseline are
slightly above chance, indicating the difficulty of this task.
The proposed triplet loss framework is able to reach up to
62.8% accuracy (PSE(16); 90th percentile condition).

6.2 Performance per Region With VAD Space

We examine the results of our models on triplets with
anchors from different regions in the VAD space to demon-
strate that the performance is highly contingent upon the dif-
ficulty of the triplets. The regions we evaluate for the
emotional attributes are specific volumes in the VAD space.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, each emotional dimension was
rated in a scale from one to seven. We split each dimension
into low (1-3), medium (3-5) and high (5-7) scores creating a
3 � 3 � 3 cube. We only consider five regions within this
cube, which we visualize in Fig. 4. Regions 1, 2, 3 and 4 are
the corners of this cube in the arousal-valence space, regard-
less of the dominance value. We consider these regions since
arousal and valence are the most common dimensions used
in previous studies [75]. The fifth region is the center of the
space, where most of the sentences with neutral emotions

are located (e.g., all the sentences with all the attributes in the
range 3-5).

Table 3 shows the performance of our models for each of
the regions in the VAD space. We notice that the perfor-
mance is around 90% for regions 3 and 4 in the 90th percen-
tile condition (e.g., low arousal). We also observe high
accuracy when the anchor is located in regions 1 and 2
(high arousal). These results show that our models are fairly
accurate at discriminating different emotional content when
the anchor conveys clear emotional information. While trip-
lets with anchors from more extreme regions in the arousal
and valence space are fairly easy to discriminate, the triplets
from region 5 achieve the worst performance for each per-
centile condition. Region 5 represents the most difficult trip-
lets, because the anchors come from the center of the VAD
space. This location holds triplets with anchors that are
fairly neutral in all three dimensions. Since the distribution
of the corpus is centered in this region, the actual separation
between the positive and negative samples in the emotional
space is less than the distance observed when the anchor is
in other regions. In fact, the distance in the VAD space
between the anchor and a negative sample in an extreme
region can theoretically be twice as much as the distance
between the anchor and negative sample in the center. The
global averages in Table 1 are closer to the performance on
region 5 than the performances of regions 1-4, since the data
concentrates in the center of the VAD space.

6.3 Performance per Emotion With Categorical
Spaces

This section analyzes the performance of our models in fur-
ther details by grouping the sentences, as a function of their
consensus emotional categories (primary emotion). Table 4
shows the results for each categorical emotion by percentile
condition. The PSE(16) space is generally the best space for
this retrieval task, although the trend is not always consistent
across all the emotions and conditions. In the 90th percentile
condition, we observe performance over 65% for sadness,
surprise and neutral speech. Fear is the emotional class with
the worst performance, which is the emotion with the least
samples in the corpus (Fig. 1b). The lack of representation in
the corpus might explain its poor performance. Across emo-
tional classes, we observe worse performance than models
trained in the VAD space, which provides evidences of the
superiority of emotional attributes over categorical descrip-
tors for ordinal tasks.

TABLE 2
Global Accuracy Using the Categorical Description

Spaces to Create the Triplets

PE PSE(8) PSE(16)

Model 90th 60th 40th 90th 60th 40th 90th 60th 40th
[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Triplet loss 61.5* 54.7 52.4 61.9* 57.2* 55.2* 62.8* 58.1* 57.0*

Classifier 49.3 49.2 50.7 51.2 50.8 51.0 51.8 51.0 51.3
YAMN 55.7 53.5 53.0 56.1 53.8 52.8 55.8 54.2 54.0
VGGish 55.5 55.7* 54.5 54.9 53.6 52.8 54.5 53.1 52.6
Trill 53.6 54.3 53.0 53.8 53.5 52.9 54.0 53.6 53.1
Wav2Vec2 55.4 54.2 58.2* 54.4 52.7 52.2 55.5 52.8 52.8
eGeMAPS 54.0 51.2 51.8 53.8 52.1 52.1 53.7 52.9 52.0
ComParE13 49.3 49.8 50.8 51.4 50.6 51.1 52.3 51.1 51.4

The results are presented when the negative examples are drawn from the 40th,
60th or 90th percentile conditions. An asterisk (*) indicates that one approach
is significantly better than all of the other models (one-tailed two sample pro-
portion t-test with p-value< 0.025).

Fig. 4. Regions in the VAD space considered to analyze the perfor-
mance of the proposed model as a function of the location of the
anchors. Regions 1 to 4 include the extreme values for valence and
arousal. Region 5 include samples in the middle of the VAD space.

TABLE 3
Accuracy of the Triplet Loss Model When the Anchor Belongs to

the Regions in the VAD Space Defined in Fig. 4

Performance by region in VAD space

Region 40th [%] 60th [%] 90th [%]

1 68.0 71.5 81.6
2 68.1 68.4 81.0
3 77.7 85.9 93.0
4 79.0 85.0 89.5
5 57.9 62.1 71.4

The results are presented when the negative examples are drawn from the 40th,
60th or 90th percentile conditions.
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6.4 Benefits of Using Multiple Triplets per Anchor

We use a train set consisting of 10 triplets per anchor in the
corpus. For a triplet in the train set, the anchor, the positive
sample and the negative sample all belong to the train set.
Different triplets per anchor can be easily constructed by
using different sentences as positive and negative samples,
providingmore training examples to build ourmodel. This is
one of the benefits of using ordinal formulations in affective
computing [53]. This section compares the benefits observed
by adding multiple triplets per sentence. The evaluation only
considers the VAD space, since it is the emotional space with
the best performance in previous evaluations.

Fig. 5 compares the results of models trained with either
one or ten triplets per anchor using the VAD space. When
training the model with one anchor per sample, we increase
the number of epochs to match the total number of batches
used for the models trained with ten triplets per anchor.
Fig. 5 shows consistent improvements across percentile con-
ditions. The differences between both models are statisti-
cally significant for the 40th and 60th percentile conditions.
This result indicates that adding multiple triplets per anchor
leads to improvements in the accuracy of the models.

6.5 Selection of Positive Samples

We want positive samples that are close to the anchor. We
also want some randomness so that, if we choose an anchor,
the positive sample is not deterministically defined. We
achieve this goal by randomly drawing the positive sample
from the top of list (Section 4.3). Notice that we can eventu-
ally select more than one triplet per sample if we want to
extend the triplets used to train and evaluate the results. A
larger number of samples considered in the top of the list
increases the probability of selecting triplets with different
anchor-positive examples. In this paper, we consider 20
samples in the top of the lists. Given the size of the corpus,
this threshold is not very important. We expect that even
the top 30 samples will be very close to the anchor given the
density of the emotional content in the corpus. To demon-
strate this point, we compare the performance of the pro-
posed method by using different thresholds to choose the
positive samples for the VAD space. We draw the positive
sample from the list with the top 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30

similar samples to the anchor. We estimate the accuracies
on the development set to avoid using the test set to pick
this threshold. Table 5 shows the results in the VAD space.
In most of the conditions, changing the threshold for select-
ing positive samples does not make significant differences
in the accuracy of our proposed approach.

6.6 Computational and Memory Requirements

We denote by M the number of model ensembles (Sec-
tion 4.4). Our proposed model requires approximately M
times more space to store the parameters and approxi-
mately M times more computations during inference than
the regression and classification baselines. Without using
ensembles, our model can have a similar complexity and
memory requirement than the baselines. The only difference
is in the number of nodes in the output layer, where our
model has 512 nodes, while the baseline for the categorical
emotion has eight nodes (primary emotions), and the base-
line for emotional attributes (ladder network) has three
nodes (arousal, valence and dominance). To confirm our
analysis, we checked the actual inference time and number
of parameters of our model and the classification baseline.
Since there are differences in the number of nodes and
layers between the triplet loss models and the classification
baseline, we set them to the same value for this analysis.
The baseline implemented with this modified architecture
led to very similar performance than the ones reported in
Table 2. With this setting, our classification baseline model
has 25,683,410 parameters. The triplet loss model has
131,000,050 parameters with the ensembles, and 26,200,010

TABLE 4
Accuracy of the Triplet Loss Model When the Anchor

Belongs to Each of the Primary Emotions

PE PSE(8) PSE(16)

Emo 40th 60th 90th 40th 60th 90th 40th 60th 90th
[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Ang 55.1 59.7 61.4 61.4 63.9 63.2 61.2 65.1 61.4
Hap 52.3 55.1 61.4 57.0 59.4 60.6 60.3 60.2 62.1
Sad 61.4 64.1 69.9 61.2 54.6 61.6 61.9 56.7 69.8
Con 53.8 54.7 59.8 53.9 59.4 58.2 57.4 59.3 59.7
Dis 51.1 54.2 58.2 56.5 56.2 57.4 56.5 58.9 58.9
Fear 51.3 52.3 57.0 53.9 52.3 56.4 50.2 50.2 53.6
Sur 53.3 57.9 63.4 58.4 57.9 59.1 57.7 61.0 65.7
Neu 49.6 52.9 62.7 53.1 55.8 66.8 54.4 55.8 65.3

Avg 53.5 56.4 61.7 56.9 57.4 60.4 57.5 58.4 62.1

The results are presented when the negative examples are drawn from the 40th,
60th or 90th percentile conditions.

Fig. 5. Evaluation of the benefits in using multiple triplets per anchor. The
results are presented when the negative examples are drawn from the
40th, 60th or 90th percentile conditions.

TABLE 5
Global Accuracies of the Triplet Loss Model in the VAD Space

as a Function of the Number of Samples in the Top
of the List to Select the Positive Sample

Threshold VAD – 90th [%] VAD – 60th [%] VAD – 40th [%]

10 74.1 66.1 62.6
15 75.1 66.5 61.2
20 75.9 66.2 62.2
25 75.1 65.9 61.4
30 75.5 66.6 62.3
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parameters without the ensembles. For inference time, the
classification baseline model takes 0.14ms to compare the
similarity for one triplet, and the triplet loss model takes
0.50 ms with ensembles, and 0.11 ms without ensembles.
This analysis confirms that our method can achieve similar
complexity and memory requirements if we do not include
the ensembles. With the ensembles, these values are approx-
imatelyM times higher.

7 COMPARISON WITH HUMAN PERFORMANCE

As a new formulation in affective computing, we ask how
hard is this task for human evaluators? Can people reliably
predict which sample is more emotionally similar to a given
anchor? How does human performance compare with the
accuracy obtained by our models? This section evaluates
these questions by using perceptual evaluations, where we
ask annotators to perform the task of selecting the more
emotionally-similar sentence to an anchor.

The task in the perceptual evaluation is to listen to an
anchor audio and two competing audios. They are asked to
choose the competing audio that is the most emotionally-
similar audio to the anchor. We use Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT) for the evaluation. Fig. 6 shows the interface used
for the evaluation. Each human intelligent task (HIT) includes
ten triplets, which are presented one after the other. To
avoid unreliable answers, the option to submit the survey is

only activated after a worker has listened to the three sen-
tences (anchor and two competing sentences). For workers
to qualify for this task, they need to live in the United States
and have a history of acceptance rate above 95% on AMT.

The data considered for this evaluation uses the VAD
space and the PE, PSE(8), and PSE(16) spaces. For emotional
attributes, we select 10 triplets for each of 19 different cubes
that form the VAD space (see Fig. 8), and for each of the 40th,
60th, and 90th percentile conditions. These triplets are cho-
sen randomly from the subset of triplets belonging to each
cube. In eight of the 27 cubes, we do not have enough senten-
ces to form the triplets, so we exclude them from our study
(i.e., black cubes without numbers in Fig. 8). Therefore, we
evaluate 570 triplets for the emotional attributes (10 triplets
� 19 cubes � 3 percentile conditions). For the categorical
emotions, we randomly choose 20 triplets per each of the pri-
mary emotions (i.e., the consensus label of the anchor
belongs to the primary emotions). We select 20 triplets at the
40th, 60th, and 90th percentile conditions for the PE, PSE(8),
and PSE(16) spaces. In total, we evaluate 1,440 triplets for cat-
egorical emotions (20 sentences � 8 emotions � 3 percentile
conditions� 3 emotional spaces). Our perceptual evaluation
is conducted by 262 workers in total. We asked three inde-
pendent workers to evaluate each triplet. We measured
inter-evaluator agreement between workers by using the
Fleiss’ Kappa metric. The agreement is k ¼ 0:07. We also
observed low agreement in the perceptual evaluation
reported in our preliminary study [27], which was con-
ducted in controlled laboratory environment (k ¼ 0:15). The
low agreement shows the difficulty of this task for humans.
We evaluate the differences between human and model per-
formance using a one-tailed two sample proportion t-test,
asserting significance at p-value< 0.025.

7.1 Global Performance of Perceptual Evaluations

We first evaluate the global comparison between human and
model performance when using triplets created in the VAD,
PE, PSE(8) and PSE(16) spaces. Fig. 7 shows the perceptual
evaluation results, which aggregates the results across the
40th, 60th, and 90th percentile conditions. We also include
side-by-side the global performance from the models for
comparison. Similar to the results observed from ourmodels,
creating the triplets in the VAD space leads to better human

Fig. 6. Interface for the perceptual evaluation using AMT. The worker lis-
ten to the anchor and two competing recordings, selecting the file that is
more emotionally similar to the anchor.

Fig. 7. Global comparison of model and human performance for each of
the emotional spaces. We denote with an asterisk (*) on top of the bar
when the difference between conditions is statistically significant.
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performance. The performance is higher than the accuracy
achieved by the triplets created with categorical emotions.
Contrary to our models, we do not observe clear improve-
ments by adding secondary emotions. The accuracies using
the PE, PSE(8) and PSE(16) spaces are very similar.

The perceptual evaluation results show that finding emo-
tional similarly is a hard task for human workers. In gen-
eral, we observe that human performance is not as good as
the model performance for this task. The accuracies of our
models are significantly better than human performance for
the VAD, PSE(8) and PSE(16) spaces. Fig. 7 shows that
human performance is only better in the PE space.

7.2 Human Performance per Region in VAD Space

This section analyzes human performance for anchors belong-
ing to different regions in the VAD space. Fig. 8 shows the
results of the perceptual evaluations on an expanded cube.
The numbers on each cube are the average human accuracies
for all the anchors belonging to the cubes in the VAD space.
Lighter areas indicate higher performance. The general trend
is that areas farther from the center of the cube have higher
human accuracies. It also appears that dominance is the

attribute with the least influence in the results. In contrast,
cubeswith extreme arousal and valence scores generally have
better performance. The best accuracy is 68.9% for the cube
with high valence, low arousal, medium dominance. These
results match the trends observed in Table 3, confirming that
triplets with anchors from expressive regions are easier to dis-
criminate than those from neutral regions, even for human.

7.3 Human Performance in Categorical Spaces

This section further analyzes human performance when the
consensus label for the anchor belong to one of the eight pri-
mary emotions. Fig. 9 shows the aggregated results across all
percentile conditions (40th, 60th and 90th), and emotional cat-
egory spaces (PE, PSE(8), and PSE(16)). For comparison, we
also include the triplet loss model performance. We add an
asterisk on top of the bar when one of the conditions is signifi-
cantly better than the other. For five of the eight emotions, the
triplet loss function achieves better results than human per-
formance. The exceptions are only fear, disgust, and con-
tempt. In the human evaluations, we observe that anger has
the highest performance, and neutral speech has one of the
lowest performances. Anger is a more extreme emotion than
neutral speech. Since this emotion is often identified with low
valence, high arousal and high dominance, this result further
support the consistent observations found with emotional
attributes where regions in the extreme of the VAD space
have higher performance than the central region.

7.4 Human Performance for Percentile Conditions

This section analyzes the human performance in our emo-
tional similarity task on the triplets when the negative samples
are drawn from the 40th, 60th or 90th percentiles in the ranked
lists of the anchors. Fig. 10a shows the results from the percep-
tual evaluations. For comparison, we also include the equiva-
lent results for the performance of the triplet loss model in
Fig. 10b. Fig. 10a does not showa clear pattern in the accuracies
by human performance observed across percentile conditions.
The accuracies of the 90th percentile condition are only slightly
higher for the VAD and PSE(16) spaces. However, the trend is
not as clear as the one observed in Fig. 10b for the accuracies of
our triplet lossmodelswhen the emotional separation between
positive and negative samples increases in the triplet.

Fig. 8. Detailed results for the accuracy of perceptual evaluations in the VAD space. The number in each cube gives the average accuracy for triplets
with anchors in the respective cube. Black cubes without numbers are areas in the VAD space without enough samples in release 1.2 of the MSP-
Podcast corpus.

Fig. 9. Global comparison between model and human performances for
triplets where the anchor belong to each of the primary emotions. We
denote with an asterisk (*) on top of the bar when the difference between
conditions is statistically significant.
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8 CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a new formulation in affective comput-
ing aiming to identify emotional similarity between speech
sentences. The proposed task chooses between two compet-
ing speech samples the one that is more emotionally-similar
to an anchor. The paper proposed a novel solution based on
the triplet loss function that creates a feature embedding that
reduces the distance between speech recordings that are emo-
tionally similar, and increases the distance between speech
with different emotions. We used an ensemble of DNNs
trained with the triplet loss function. The triplets, consisting
of an anchor, a positive sample and a negative sample, were
created using alternative emotional spaces including emo-
tional attributes and categorical descriptors. The results dem-
onstrated that our proposed triplet loss model outperforms
competitive baselines, obtaining improvements in accuracy
thatwere often statistically significant. The experimental eval-
uation demonstrated that creating the triplets using the emo-
tional attribute space leads to better performance than using
spaces created with categorical descriptors. For categorical
emotions, we evaluated the benefits of using secondary emo-
tions, finding clear improvements when this information was
considered. We also examined the performance of our triplet
loss models by region in the VAD space. We observed that
triplets where the anchor is more emotional are easier to dis-
criminate than those with anchors in neutral regions of the
VAD space.

We performed perceptual evaluations to evaluate and
compare how well humans can perform this task. We
observed similar trends to those exhibited by our triplet loss

models. Humans perform better on triplets created using the
emotional attribute space than those created using the cate-
gorical descriptor spaces. We also observed that humans per-
form better on triplets with anchors from more expressive
regions on theVAD space, aswell asmore expressive primary
emotions. Interestingly, the triplet loss models showed better
accuracies than human performance for this difficult task
across conditions, showing the potential of our proposed
models. These observations are important as they give
grounding to the fact that our models are perceiving emo-
tional content for this task in ways similar to that of humans.
It demonstrates that such a representation is meaningful and
should be expanded upon in further research.

The novel formulation andproposed framework represent
important contributions in the area of affective computing.
The study provides further evidences of the benefits of using
ordinal methods in speech emotion recognition [14], [15]. The
ability to quantify emotional similarity opens important
research opportunities enabling exciting applications. For
example, we can describe the emotional samples by aggregat-
ing the emotional descriptors of samples that are similar to a
recording. This type of characterization is richer than assign-
ing a single emotional category or a single score per emo-
tional attribute. While our ensemble method improves the
performance reported in our preliminary study [27], there is
still room for improvement in terms of accuracy. One possi-
ble research direction is to use additional acoustic features or
add othermodalities for training our networks.
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